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Application software is utilized to aid in the diagnosis of breast cancer. Yet, recent

advances in artificial intelligence (AI) are addressing challenges related to the detection,

classification, and monitoring of different types of tumors. AI can apply deep learning

algorithms to perform automated analysis on mammographic or histologic examinations.

Large volume of data generated by digitalized mammogram or whole-slide images

can be interoperated through advanced machine learning. This enables fast evaluation

of every tissue patch on an image, resulting in a quicker more sensitivity, and more

reproducible diagnoses compared to human performance. On the other hand, cancer

cell-exosomes which are extracellular vesicles released by cancer cells into the blood

circulation, are being explored as cancer biomarker. Recent studies on cancer-exosome-

content revealed that the encapsulated miRNA and other biomolecules are indicative

of tumor sub-type, possible metastasis and prognosis. Thus, theoretically, through

nanogenomicas, a profile of each breast tumor sub-type, estrogen receptor status,

and potential metastasis site can be constructed. Then, a laboratory instrument, fitted

with an AI program, can be used to diagnose suspected patients by matching their

sera miRNA and biomolecules composition with the available template profiles. In this

paper, we discuss the advantages of establishing a nanogenomics-AI-based breast

cancer diagnostic approach, compared to the gold standard radiology or histology based

approaches that are currently being adapted to AI. Also, we discuss the advantages of

building the diagnostic and prognostic biomolecular profiles for breast cancers based

on the exosome encapsulated content, rather than the free circulating miRNA and

other biomolecules.
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For years now, a number of application software are being utilized to aid in the screening and
diagnosis of breast cancer. However, these software come with limitations related to the detection,
classification, treatment, and monitoring of different types of breast tumors. Therefore, recent
advancements in computer science and artificial intelligence (AI) are focusing on addressing
these limitations. Unlike previous detection and diagnostic computer-aided software, AI allows
the computer to employ algorithms to reach machine-based conclusions in a manner similar to
the reasoning-based cognition of the human brain. Machine learning (ML) is a subdomain of AI;
ML-based algorithms allow the computer to draw new interfaces based on the available training
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data (Tran et al., 2019). A branch of ML that is being employed
in medical diagnosis is deep learning (DL). DL employs what
are called “artificial neural networks” (ANNs). These networks
have the structure of a biological nervous system, in that they
are multilayer systems where different layers form synaptic
connections with each other. Each layer of the network collects
input from the lower layer and forms amore complex output. The
more the number of layers, themore complex the final output will
be (McBee et al., 2018).

For breast cancer diagnosis, DL models are mainly applied
to perform analysis on the “gold standard” mammographic
examinations. Digitalizedmammogram images are interoperated
through advanced ML. Most of the DL models used for the
analysis are based on the convolutional neural network (CNN)
algorithm, which is a class of ANN that is designed to work
with data in the form of two-dimensional images (Geras et al.,
2019). Several research groups have developed and validated
different algorithms using images of breast cancer positive, false-
positive, and negative mammogram examinations. Then, they
compared the diagnostic performance of certified radiologists
with and without the aid of AI. In all of these retrospective
studies, the performance of the radiologists, including sensitivity
and recall rate and time, was improved when supported by
AI (Rodríguez-Ruiz et al., 2019a; Watanabe et al., 2019; Pacil
et al., 2020). Until now, there is no single algorithm that could
surpass the performance of human radiologists (Schaffter et al.,
2020). Nevertheless, scientists continue to improve on previous
work, and recent publications are reporting very promising
outcomes for AI-based detection as a stand-alonemammography
reading practice (Rodríguez-Ruiz et al., 2019b; Shen et al., 2019;
Dembrower et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2020; Sasaki et al., 2020).
DL models are also being developed for digitalized hematoxylin-
eosin (H&E)-stained whole-slide images. This approach is crucial
for the detection of malignancies in the breast and other body
tissue biopsies including the prostate and the colon. It was
reported that AI-based-histological evaluation enabled the fast
evaluation of every single tissue patch on the slides of the
patients, which led to a performance level comparable to that of
a pathologist (Argov et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2019; Shamai et al.,
2019; Raciti et al., 2020; Ström et al., 2020). Other groups are
attempting to create DL models that rely on non-image data sets.
For example, one group used spectral data that reflect changes
in collagen, lipids, and nucleic acid content of malignant breast
tissues (Dulay et al., 2019). Meanwhile, another group analyzed
tissue microarray data in conjunction with DL. This allowed
for algorithm-automated gene selection and tumor classification
with better performance than when compared to the standard
methods (Dashtban and Balafar, 2017).

In addition to the conventional breast cancer screening and
diagnostic tests, DL models are also being developed for novel
cancer detection. Cancer cell-exomes, which are extracellular
vesicles released by cancer cells into the bloodstream, are
arising as vital cancer diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers (Al-
Sowayan et al., 2019). Exosomes isolated from blood samples of
patients with breast cancer were revealed to have characteristic
content, mainly proteins and miRNA, which are indicative of
the tumor sub-type, possible metastasis, and prognosis (Lee

et al., 2019; Tutanov et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2020). However, the
utilization of exosomal genetic and proteomic data as a diagnostic
tool is confined by the difficulties related to vast data analysis of
the multiple molecular biomarkers. Therefore, it is only logical
that DL models be developed also for the automated analysis
of exosome-related data. One study developed an algorithm for
clustering and candidate motif detection in exosomal miRNAs.
This study used miRNA sequences downloaded from the
“miRBase” database as training and testing data. The results
revealed that the algorithm successfully completed the desired
function with no human intervention (Gaur and Chaturvedi,
2019). In another study, a DL model that combines the
measurement of eight exosomal miRNA biomarkers was used.
Then, the model was applied on real-time PCR data of miRNA
extracted from exosomes in the plasma of the patients. The
algorithm successfully created predictive panels and classified
patients with pancreatic cancer from healthy controls (Ko et al.,
2017). Meanwhile, in another study, an algorithm that combines
the measurement of four exosomal surface biomarkers to detect
pancreatic cancer and breast cancer from plasma samples was
used. The surface biomarkers were detected with quantitative
super-resolution imaging. Then, the model was used to analyze
the output of these multiple markers, which led to an accuracy
level of 100% (Chen et al., 2019). In addition to exosomal miRNA
and surface markers, researchers have also implemented ML in
exosomal spectral data, where algorithms were used to build
distinctive spectral profiles for cancer exosomes derived from the
plasma of patients with lung cancer (Shin et al., 2020) and the
saliva of patients with oral cancer (Zlotogorski-Hurvitz et al.,
2019); the algorithms yielded an accuracy level of more than 90%.

This nano-AI-based approach could prove to be an
advantageous screening and diagnostic method compared
to the radiology- or histology-AI-based approaches. Exosomes
hold enormous potential in cancer diagnostics as they contain
a wealth of proteomic and genetic information. This not only
presents a new insight into cancer biology but also enables
an elevated level of personalized medicine and thus superior
treatment outcomes. Moreover, examining the exosome-
encapsulated content as biomarkers is reported to be more
reliable compared to examining free-circulating miRNA and
other biomolecules. This is due to the fact that exosomal content
is highly sensitive to the status of the releasing cancer cell
and its microenvironment. In addition, exosome-encapsulated
miRNAs are highly stable when compared with free-circulating
miRNAs since they are well-protected by the membrane bilayer
of the exosome (Yuan et al., 2019). Moreover, the process
of blood sample collection is less painful, less dangerous,
less time-consuming, less expensive, and does not require
a high level of proficiency to obtain when compared to the
standard mammograms or biopsies. Theoretically, as proven
in principle by the above mentioned studies, exosomes can
be isolated from blood samples of patients with breast cancer
with known diagnoses and prognoses. Then, the isolated
exosome content can be investigated using arrays and analyzed
by the computer-aided applications of bioinformatics. When
sufficient data are collected, an “exosome-content-signature”
for each tumor subtype, the estrogen-receptor statuses, and the
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FIGURE 1 | The Nano-AI instrument; schematic illustration of the possible nano-AI instrument workflow for the diagnosis of cancer. Proposed principles of operation

include nanogenomics-AI applications and are based on published literature.

possible metastases can be constructed into distinct data sets.
These data will serve as the training data for the algorithm to
create the DL model. The blood samples are collected from
females at any convenient location such as hospitals, family
clinics, pharmacies, homes, prisons, and mobile clinics in rural
areas. Then, the collected samples are brought back to the
designated laboratory with the instrument fit with nano-AI.
The instrument will isolate the exomes from the plasma/serum
and then extract the data to allow the algorithms to analyze the
exosomal composition and match it with the available profiles
(Figure 1).

Of course, to realize such applications, there are few
obstacles that need to be overcome. One main obstacle
is the quality control issues related to the isolation and
purification of the exosomes from patient samples. Obtaining
a consistently pure and measurable yield of exosomes from
the sera/plasma of patients is still a work in progress.
However, recent advancements in nanotechnology are expected
to circumvent all technical issues. Another major obstacle is
algorithm creation; it is no doubt that the vast intratumor
and interpatient heterogeneities will make it very challenging
to assemble distinct molecular profiles for each diagnostic
and prognostic variant. Moreover, a major concern in AI
applications in general is the algorithm bias that results
from using biased training data sets. In medical applications,
biased data sets are a consequence of the underrepresentation
of certain segments of the population in the evidence base
e.g., ethnic minorities (Carter et al., 2020). Therefore, it is
crucial to make sure that the clinically adopted algorithm

is designed to perform at the highest level with all the
patients. This can only be done by using an all-inclusive
training data set to create the model, then further validating
it using patients with diverse demographic characteristics.
In addition to the challenges of exosome isolation and
training data creation, there are also general concerns about
the utilization of AI in medical applications. These include
the ethical and legal matters related to data acquisition
such as consenting, confidentiality, ownership, etc. Also, the
absence of infrastructure required to adopt the new technology
and the fear of increased unemployment among medical
professionals are also notable challenges. Nevertheless, the
increasing amount of capital invested in the medical applications
of AI (investments in start-ups implementing AI in healthcare
reached $4 billion in 2019, compared to $2.7 billion in 2018)
(Pifer, 2020) is expected to expedite the overcoming of these
challenges and encourage a rapid regulation of the ethical,
legal, operational, and social issues related to implementation.
The clinical value of AI is projected to be fully realized
in the very near future. When such nanogenomics-AI-based
breast cancer screening approaches are applicable, a wider-
spread, early detection of breast cancer will be achieved.
This will positively impact the life of every female regardless of
her social, economic, or geographical limitations.
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